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I. Barrie Stavis in the Context of His Times
There are times when humanity seems caught up in a tide of
events too complex, too overwhelming, too fast, too powerful to
comprehend. The 20th century has smashed us with a series of tidal
waves: World War I, the Great Depression, World War II, the nuclear
arms race, the threat of ecocatastrophe. Today a wave of democratic
revolution sweeps Europe, and the superpowers are beginning to
make peace. Is the world suddenly becoming a better place? Are our
efforts finally, somehow, being rewarded? Or are we rather just lucky,
a fortunate few, poised on a swing of the historical pendulum that
happens to be upward?
In these times when we perceive ourselves as caught in the
forces far greater than ourselves, we are devalued, we feel
of
working
empty and impotent, useless and futile. When fortunate developments
occur under the stewardship of weak, intellectually incompetent
leaders who pander to money and manipulate the public with slogans,
we may seek refuge in cynicism, criticism, rage, or even violent
rebellion. We may turn inward and see life as stripped of meaning,
futile and useless. We may see relationships, connections and
institutions as fleeting and unstable, and we may have little patience
with ideals, generous impulses, or prescriptions for change. In this
debilitated state, hedonism and materialism arise along with
enthusiastic religion in a general inward turning. Healing the self is
seen to precede healing the world. Indeed healing the self is seen as
the only possible positive human action. Even the healing or
improvement of another person is too much to ask for most of us.
Institutions seem futile, justice fails to cope with crime, law becomes a
hornet's nest of inhuman complication, and lawyers can look like
predators. Doctors can look like a cause of disease and even a menace
to public health. Moral values seem to exist only in the enclave of the
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family,or in the privateconfines of one's own innermostconfessional.
Even taboos dilute themselves and disappear,or shattershockinglyin
frontof one's eyes. Foundationsshake and all seems unsure.
As the 20th century has worn its way through nine-tenths of
its course, its drama has reflected these developments. The century
began with realistic melodrama much in vogue; and in the avant
garde, naturalismwas finding its way onto small stages in Europe.
While the world moved toward war, the simpleminded, black-andwhite moralityof melodramabegan to reflect a cynical mockeryof all
morality, while realism and naturalism displayed for us the
hopelessness and depravityof the world outside the wealthy drawing
room. At one logical extreme of this development, the tranche-de-vie
set out new ground by suggesting for the first time in the theater's
history that the literal imitation of "real life," moment by dragging
moment, in real time, was a powerful and effective way to translate
realityonto the stage. It was a naive idea, and indeed it did not last. Its
most lasting thrustwas that it legitimized the depiction on the stage of
persons rarely seen there - those from depressed and unattractive
circumstances.Naturalism,the depiction of human life as the clear,
logical outcome of the interactionof people with their environment,
became associatedwith dramaportrayingthe lives of people fromthe
poor and downtrodden classes. Soon authenticity in this form was
impossible to achieve without accepting that limitation.The rich and
well-spoken looked artificial and stilted in the naturalistic idiom.
Naturalismand realismbecame the means by which the problems,not
the joys, the inevitable decay and destruction, not the triumph and
creation of life, were conveyed to the 20th century audience. The
expressionists then took the depressive anomie, impersonalityand
brutalitythat came with mass industrializationand found a way to
make them concrete on the stage, turningstates of mind, feelings and
nightmaresinto theatricalobjects and structures.
Reality (as distinct from reverie or fantasy) has always
dominated the American stage in the 20th century, and the
conventions used to delineate reality have been crucial to the
dramaticstyles that went with them. O'Neil, in his early short plays
and later in his huge family dramas,and a whole generation of neoFreudianplaywrights,used the conventions of 19th century pathetic
drama,welded with bits of melodrama,parlorrealism,expressionism
and domestic comedy to recreate a kind of inner landscape on the
stage, a psychological realitythat presented the world as reflected by
the mirror of individual feeling and experience. In the American
Twenties, Thirtiesand Forties, naturalisticdrama,concerned with the
external or environmentalinfluences shaping the lives and characters
of individuals,paled in influence and importancebefore the volcanic
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strengthof the psychologicaldrama,concerned with the inner reality,
the unconscious, and the compulsions of the soul. Dramatic
conventions had to follow suit. Sets began to represent moods and
feelings as well as circumstances.They sometimes symbolized the
state of the psyche or dominant inner circumstancefrom which the
characterscould not escape (e.g., the oppressive elms hanging over
the farmhouselike the pendulous breasts of a suffocatingmother in
Desire Under the Elms). From The EmperorJones to Long Day's
Journey Into Night,from The GlassMenagerieto Summerand Smoke,
Americandramaturgylargely followed and brought forwardthe inner
dramaof an individual.
In the Fifties, first in Europe then in America,what Martin
Esslin called the "Theaterof the Absurd"turned the individualinside
out, expressing personal anxiety in the form of deracinated social
institutions,gutted language reduced to ritual, ritual action resulting
mindlessly in destruction, and existential nightmarestransmogrified
into the commonplace expectations of everydaylife. They took their
inspirationfrom Biichner, de Musset, and the Germanexpressionists
of the late 19th and early20th centuries.
More recently, dramas from the romantic realist school
concentratingon the fate of a single relationship,from beginning to
end, while they may appear at first glance to be about social
circumstances, always end by being centered on the question of
whether or not the protagonists' love relationship will survive and
thrive. By centering themselves on our present preoccupation with
love, and the personal satisfactionconnected with intimate relationships, these plays use romance to shunt aside political and social
concerns, and to beg the question of how society can evolve to
facilitate more peaceful, productive ways of life, let alone happier,
more lasting associations.MarkMedoff'sChildrenof a LesserGod is a
good example of this kind of work. The relationship at the center of
the action - between a teacher in a school for the deaf and one of his
adult pupils - is very moving. But the largermetaphorsof the play,
and its larger concerns, all nicely brought forward in Act I, are
overwhelmed, then forgotten in Act II as we become completely
absorbedin the fate of the relationshipof the centralyoung couple.1
During the same post-warperiod, film began to take on the
appearance of newsfilm, stripping down its editorial vocabulary,
losing the fades, wipes, and dissolves that once gave it great
imaginativeflexibility in time and space. This trend,while moderated
a bit in the last few years, has mirroredthe povertyof imaginationand
the truncated, carefully guarded sense of limited, frightened reality
that have been the American political and cultural legacy of the
Seventies and Eighties. Laterwe shall examine in more detail the
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effect of this development on the dramaand how drama,film, and
newsfilm have circled each other into a vortex of disconnection and
despair.
Throughoutthis century,a few genuinely politicalplaywrights
have attempted to pierce this trivialization, imaginative poverty,
cynicism, and apathy, and reawaken our confidence that we can
choose our lives and alter our circumstances.BernardShaw refused
the shibboleths and hollow assumptions of the Europe of his own
time. He was disillusioned by the murderousstupidityof WorldWarI,
but he continued to write into his old age, still hoping that through
clarity and humor we could come to see the folly of our ways and
reform. Earlier, in his 1906 preface to MajorBarbara he compares
himself to his society in this manner:
Here am I, for instance, by class a respectable man,
by common sense a hater of waste and disorder,by
intellectual constitution legally minded to the verge
of pedantry,and by temperamentapprehensiveand
economically disposed to the limit of old-maidishness; yet I am, and have alwaysbeen, and shall now
always be, a revolutionarywriter, because our laws
make law impossible; our liberties destroy all
freedom; our property is organized robbery; our
morality is an impudent hypocrisy;our wisdom is
administered by inexperienced or malexperienced
dupes, our powerwielded by cowardsand weaklings,
and our honor false in all its points.2
Even if it were possible to be harsher than this about our own
circumstances, it is well to take this example from Shaw that
connection with the political order is essential to our vitality. Our
thought about ourselves, our ability to care for ourselves well over
time, will never exceed our ability to care for our society and our
social circumstances.
Bertolt Brecht is perhaps the most successful and influential
of the political playwrightswhose work extends beyond WorldWarII.
He combines his writing with a theory of theater (the Epic Theater)
designed to show how drama can empower the members of the
audience ratherthan victimize and disarmthem. The factthat one can
find significantcontempt in the theaterworld - both east and west
-for Brecht'stheories (usually a smug and naive contention that the
theories simply do not work, even in his own plays)3,illustrateshow
farour demoralizationhas spreadwith regardto the effectiveness and
importanceof political structuresand ideas in public life, in private
relationships,in our institutions,in our art.
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It is in this context that BarrieStavis,since the early 1940's,
has labored in the Americanand Europeantheater,stakingout ground
for the conviction that strong minds and heartscan make a difference,
and that understandingthe world we live in and improvingit is our
greatest good. He has fought for a theater in which the center of our
concerns can be the great issues of human welfare and survival,of
governance and justice, of law and right, ratherthan those issues that
preoccupy the popular magazines and the gossip tabloids - the
question of whether a relationshipwill survive or not, and if so on
what terms. In doing this, as we shall see, Stavisis still writing about
people, about their hearts and minds, their relationships and
concerns. But his scope is much wider, and his sense of human
capacityfarlarger.
Stavis has been joined in our time by a small number of
determined playwrightsfrom South America,from Africaand Europe.
David Hare,HowardBrenton,EdwardBond and others continue to be
performed in England in the face of historical trivializerslike Peter
Shaffer,and elegant philosopheslike Tom Stoppard.I do not deplore
Stoppardand Shaffer- every culture deserves a spectrumand variety
of sensibilities. But Hareand the others do survive,and in some cases
thrive.Heiner MUiller,
GuinterGrass,VaclavHavel,and other European
writers are now becoming better known to American readers and
theatergoers.
A new equation, fostered by Havel,between the political and
the moral (rather than the popular one between the political and
patentlyimmoral)presents the prospectthat audiences can once again
associate political issues with deep personal satisfaction.In the Sixties
and early Seventies, Jerzy Grotowski in Poland, Peter Brook in
England,and HerbertBlau in America,brought new excitement and
largerpolitical dimension to the theater,rethinkingthe actor'sartand
the relationshipsbetween actors'bodies, their lives, and their roles on
the stage. They constructed dramatic presentations out of the
immediate existential reality of those bodies, their histories,
memories, and social circumstances. For Blau and Grotowski, the
body reflected and contained the society, its nature and experience.
To be fully, intensely in the body was therefore to tap the power to
create living characterswith resonance beyond the merely personal,
with rich social and political dimensions. They taught us to think of
"character"on stage in a much larger,more intensive framework.
By the time Blau and Grotowski were doing their most
influentialwork, however, Stavishad alreadyspoken of his characters
as "forged."Their actions are, from beginning to end, in the social
dimension. They have resolved the questions in their lives regarding
who they are and what they are going to do. They set about to do it.
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The plays are not about the protagonists' struggles to realize
themselves, but about what they are doing to act on their convictions
and what happens to them in the process.4Sometimes there is pause
and disillusion. Galileo has his doubts and wonders if his course is the
correct one; George Washingtonagonizes about his defeats;Joe Hill
wonders if he's hurting the workers' cause. But these protagonists
nonetheless see a clear course for themselves in the world, a course
demanded by their social understandingsand their moral principles,
and made available to them through their intellect, talent, and
determination.
There has, I think, been sufficient analysis of Stavis'
technique, his methods of depicting forged characters,his taste for
what he calls "objective" drama, and his sense of what makes a
suitable subject, a suitable conflict, a dramaticaction of sufficientsize
to create this kind of drama.However, there has not been sufficient
attention to the kinds of men and women who actually appear in
Stavis'dramas.Arethese warmed-overarchaicheroes, their conflicting
loyalties and tragic choices transferred from ancient Greece or
ElizabethanEnglandto contemporaryAmerica?I think not. His plays
are about social circumstances, and though they are not about
romance, and not about "relationships,"they are certainlyabout the
souls of the men and women who commit themselves to actions of
enormous importance. What kind of people can do this? Are they
changed from what came before them, and if so, in what way?And
what can we learn about ourselves by watching these heroes make
their choices?

II. Stavis' "Forged Characters"and the Modeling of the
Individual Life
In an intriguinginvestigationcalled "Whythe Self Is Empty:
toward a HistoricallySituated Psychology,"5Philip Cushman argues
that "our terrain has shaped a self that experiences a significant
absence of community, tradition and shared meaning."6After the
collapse of feudalism,an "increasinglybounded, masterfulself' arose
as the modern state was faced with controlling the individualwhile
the culture shifted from a religious to a scientific frame of reference.
In the Victorianera, this bounded self became the container "forthat
which could be hidden from oneself and others." This "sexually
conflicted Victorian self' arose in a society in which it became of
utmost importance to contain oneself, to suppress feeling, to stay
reliable and stable, to keep to prescribed ways of thinking and
behaving. It is not surprising that during this time traditionalrural
communities were being uprooted by the industrialrevolution,work
was becoming "increasinglycompartmentalizedand alienating,"and
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gender roles were takingon a "polarizedand restrictivecast."7
Into the 20th century,and particularlyafterWorldWarII, the
self underwent serious changes. As the economy began to depend
more and more on the persistent consumption of unnecessarygoods,
"flash ...

[comes to be] valued over substance, opportunism over

loyalty,selling abilityover integrity,and mobility over stability."8.
Unlike character, which is centered on personal
moral integrity, advice manuals of the time taught
that personalitywas synonymouswith being liked by
others. The self was conceived of as capable of
personal change; impressing others and gaining
their approvalbecame an importantaim in life.9
As ArthurMiller's Death of a Salesman depicted so poignantly, it
became all-importantto be a good guy, to be liked.
In short, as the industrial economy geared up for
phenomenal growth at the end of the war, the self was transformed
from a conflicted, restrictedself tryingto control, restrictand govern
its behavior, to an empty self with a perpetual need to let go of
inhibitions, to acquire things to fill itself up, to make itself more
comfortable,to improve itself, to supply its unending addictions and
cure its ills, to fulfill its spiritualhunger and assuage its loneliness and
uselessness in the wake of the urbanizationof life and the destruction
of community.10Cushmanwants us to understandthat the "self' is a
social construct, and how we work (and who we think we are) is
determined in partby social circumstancesand social controls.
The central point of my argumentis that in a world
sorely lacking in communityand tradition,the most
effective healing response would be to addressthose
absences through structural societal change by
reshaping political relationships and cultural forms
and reestablishing the importance of their
transmission."
But, as Cushman points out, "normative psychology" is
prevented, by definition, from adjustingand altering the structureof
society. Cushmanargues that in spite of the fact that their frame of
reference is a partof the problem, some psychologists manageto heal
anyway.They do so by using an approachto therapy-Cushman calls
it the "life-style solution" - which is adapted from the world of
advertising.In advertising,the key idea to be conveyed is that if you
use a given product, you will have the right "life-style," your
emptiness will be filled and that will bring you happiness. That
process results in notoriously cruel delusions. But for the sensitive
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psychologist, not too anxious to bring the "scientisticpsychotherapy
discourse" (that problematicframework)to bear on his/her patient,a
kind of "life-style"cure can be effected through "the modeling of
respect, psychological courage and empathy" that "helps patients
imitate, practice, and finally internalize the qualities they most
need."12 Ironically the tools of the selling trade, translatedinto an
honest context, are put to good use in the era of the empty self.
In the theater, Stavis has found the artisticmeans to model
lives predicated on the power of the individual to alter the world he
lives in, even in cynical and powerless times. He has accomplished
this by avoiding those contemporarydramaticmodes that treat "lifestyle" and the development of the inner self as ends in themselves.
His charactersare determinedto improvethe circumstancesof human
life, to hold their course no matter what the cost, and to serve as
examples of insight and strengthto others. In this respect, Stavis'point
of view is determinedlypositive and incurablyoptimistic.
The similarities between Stavis' way of creating dramatic
interest and the actual life and thought of VaclavHavel are striking.In
a review of Vaclav Havel's plays, StanislawBaranczaksees Havel as
registering the voices of "human normalcy,"recording the ways in
which totalitarianismdestroys the morality and courage of ordinary
people.
But Havel the moralist counters ... that in a
totalitariansociety it is precisely the "abnormal"
troublemakerswho have preserved the last vestiges
of normalcy.Theirs is the ordinaryhuman striving
for freedom and dignity, the kind that ultimately
mattersmore than the misleading normalcyof a full
stomach.13

It is precisely the "normalcy of a full stomach" that is the
preoccupation of Cushman's "empty self." It is Stavis' forged
characters,on the other hand,who are engaged in what Havel sees, in
this context, as the "ordinaryhuman strivingfor freedom and dignity."
Baranczakcontinues:
And Havel the self-ironistacknowledges, and brings
into dramatic relief, the intrinsic irony of the
dissident's position: they may well be the only
normal human beings around, but since they
constitute a ridiculously powerless minority, their
cause, noble though it is, will alwaysbe doomed to
defeat.14
Of course, Havel's own train of hopeless defeats has turned into
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heartening victory, into triumph.This pattern occurs in all of Stavis'
plays, even if the victory occurs after the death of the protagonist.
Joseph's impending murder in the desert seals both the irony of his
failure to work effectively with the Egyptianpeople and the creative
grandeur of his political vision.15 It affirms the force of his
determinationto serve those same people and to enhance their lives.
Joe Hill's civil murderby a court of law underlines the victory of his
ideas and the survivalof his spirit.John Brown's sacrifice of himself,
his familyand followers in a hopeless cause emphasizes both his folly
and his amazing courage. Against all odds, he moves to do what is
right on behalf of the "ordinaryhuman striving for freedom and
dignity." These are qualities of life that Brown will, by any means,
extend to all God's children. He takes complete responsibilityfor his
own actions, and attributeshis failure only to his own deficiencies
-he can do nothing but try, and he cannot not try. In a review of
Havel'sLettersto Olga,JanetMalcolmfinds Havel in a similarposition:
FromLettersto Olgawe may gather how much more
potent the optimisticview is for Havel'simagination.
His is a comic vision. "I am not interested in why
man commits evil," he writes in one of his
philosophical meditations. "I want to know why he
does good (here and there), or at least feels that he
ought to." In the age of Auschwitz, this is an
arrestingpreference, particularlyfor a man who has
himself been persecuted most of his life by a harsh
totalitarian state and who as he writes is being
punished in a hard-labor camp for speaking out
againstits abuses.16
Havelhimself writes:
It must seem a paradox:I write mercilesslyskeptical,
even cruel plays - and yet in other mattersI behave
almost like a Don Quixote and an eternal dreamer,
foolishly strugglingfor some ideal or another.At my
core I'm shy and timid - and yet in some forums
I'm notorious as a rabble-rouserwho is not afraidto
say the toughest things right to someone's face ...
[For] many people I'm a constant source of hope,
and yet I'm always succumbing to depressions,
uncertainties,and doubts, and I'm constantlyhaving
to look hard for my own inner hope and revive it,
win it back frommyselfwith greatdifficulty ... 17
One thinks immediatelyof Galileo's hesitations and weaknesses,Joe
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Hill's self-doubts, John Brown's earnest prayers for strength, and
George Washington'ssober reflections on the depths of difficultyinto
which he has dug himself. Yet never in any of these charactersis there
any real backwardstep, any effective hesitation to complete what they
are determined to accomplish, no matter how long the course, no
matter how difficult the odds. They are not like Koestler's hero,
Rubashov, in Darkness at Noon, who though his characteris fully
forged, suffersa huge apprehensionof errorin his life.18
LikeHavelhimself, Stavis'heroes must occasionallypump up
their courage. Like Havel, they exhibit occasional weakness and are
more forceful in some contexts than others. Figuratively,one might
wonder how well Havel knows Stavis' plays; his remarks, like
Cushman's (to whom we briefly return) seem to capture Stavis'
characters.
CushmanparaphrasesKohut to the effect that "disordersof
the self produce a powerful wish to psychologically merge with
admiredfigures,to take them into the empty self."'9Cushmangoes on
to argue that if this is the case, then this "narcissisticwish greatly
enhances the teaching-incorporatingaspects characteristicof the lifestyle solution." Could Stavis'heroes be these "admiredfigures?"If so,
would that suggest that Stavis' plays offer new possibilities for an
exciting popular theater, one as engaged and determined (as
"forged") as the plays' heroes? Could Stavis be about to achieve a
popularity in the west similar to that which his work has recently
enjoyed in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union? Whatever the
outcome, it seems clear that the Americantheater as a whole has
neglected the possibilities that Stavis has devoted a lifetime to
exploring.
Cushman concludes that along with the shift from the
sexually restricted to the empty self has gone the shift from the
savings to the debtor economy. He argues that this is not a
coincidence. The contemporarynation-statecontrols its populace not
throughdirect physical coercion, but "throughthe constructionof the
empty self and the manipulationof its needs to consume and ingest.
Three beneficiaries of this narcissisticdynamicare the modern state,
We
the advertisingindustry,and the self-improvementindustries."20
might add the entertainmentindustry,which is part of what fills the
empty self with images of its own problems, possibilities and
development, urging us to stay on the path of those kinds of selfimprovementthatkeep us out of the political arena.
One of the disquieting results of this constructionist
perspective is the realizationthat our currentera has
constructeda self thatis, fundamentally,a disappoint-
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ment to itself ... We could also say that about our
nation as a whole ... From slavery to manifest

destiny to Vietnamto the struggle over reproductive
rights,we are often a nation at odds with itself. Now
a new paradox has arisen: One of the wealthiest
nations on earthis also one of the emptiest.21
Our goal, says Cushman,should be to constructa society "less in need
of sufferingand a self that is less a sacrificeto the nihilistic economics
and politics of our time." Forpsychology to become a "helpfulforce,"
the discipline would have to "acknowledge the historically and
culturally situated nature of its discourse and the political and
economic consequences of its practices."22 Such a development is
long overdue not only in psychology,but in the arts,and especially in
the theater.

III. Stavis' Redefinition of Theatrical "Realism"
The next step is to find a way unsentimentallyto paint what
is missing ratherthan simply to ache in its absence. It is a movement
toward a coherence of thought and vision, a fullness of feeling and
response, a wholeness of connection to society and the fate of the
world. To recover this movement is to re-expand our mythos to
include the organismof time (history), and the realityof culturaland
institutionalconnections.
Such a move would go beyond what we call today theatrical
"realism."Americanrealists like David Mametand SamShepardhave
placed us in contact with the customarymyths that govern our lives,
buried by facile rationales and superficial assumptions about what
gods we are actuallyfollowing. Mametexposes corruptionand lets us
see how the vividness of our language both excites and contains us.
Shepard shows us how our lives are shaped by the ghosts of our
culture and our family past, stripping us down to our smallest and
pettiest strivings,and holding our longing foreverin frontof us.
However, we pay a high price for the picture of stasis and
entrapment that emerges from the realism of these contemporary
playwrights.In orderto understandwhat this costs us, we need to take
a closer look at what "realism" means in the theater, and at the
present context of the term'susage in interactionwith our experience
of film and television.
Whatwe usually mean when we speak of something as being
"realistic" is that it seems immediate and alive, familiar flesh
breathingand moving. This is close to the root of the word: the Latin
res (the Greekphysis), meaning "thing"or "stuff,"connoting the solid
and the physical, as distinct from the spiritual, the symbolic, the
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diaphanous or allusive. It is this bedrock to which Northrop Frye
alluded when he characterizedthe stuff of realism as being what's
there, after all, when we say "this, at least, is."23 What is real is

inherentlyironical,because it simply does not explain itself, does not
cooperate with grandmeanings, does not create fulfillment,and when
it creates disaster, does not recompense us with any transcending
vision. Frye'sview was heavilyinfluenced by Ibsen's conversion of the
well-made play into the ironical thesis or "problem"drama,by the
Theater Libre and its tranche-de-vieexperiments at the turn of the
century, and by the stark social documentaryplays of the European
Twenties. Frye connects these beginnings of our contemporary
realistic practicewith its older roots in ancient irony. "Realistic"plays
are set in recognizable, relatively ordinaryplaces, and are acted out
amidst the clutter and mess of materiallife. If they are alloyed with
dreams,fantasies,memories or wishes, these are used to intensifythe
irony of the ineluctablepresent.
This irony is traceable to the very roots of drama.In tribal
sympathetic magic, when the shaman dons the mask of the god, its
effectiveness in making the magic, in controlling the god and the
world the god controls is directlyproportionalto the effectiveness of
the mask in imitatingthe god. Thus the power of the imaginationin
imitating, in makingvisible something unseen and unseeable out of
what is literally done and seen, is the power that makes the drama
real, actual,tangible,effective.
What is important for Shepard, Mamet, and others is an
uncomfortable irony that comes through the surface of speech and
action, especially when that surface is crafted to be comfortably
familiar. As in a penetrating film documentary, it is the very
conventions themselves, so wedded to the surfaceof events, thatshow
us the depths thatare not immediatelyvisible.
In the last 40 years, the drama of the avant garde, now
with
the mainstream, has absorbed newsfilm's sense of
mixing
cinematic style - by paring down means to pierce the heart of a
bedrock reality.Though the drama,adaptingthe means of newsfilm to
its own ends, brings a certain irony back to our perception of film
realism, the reductivityof newsfilm, the insistence on surface, exacts
its revenge. In Shepardand Mamet,what the ironyof realismrevealsis
a world of people whose values are stunted, whose concerns are
disconnected, whose possibilities for growth and change (or in
Shepard, even of decay) are surgically removed. They make us
understand fully the words of Shepard'sBeth in A Lie of the Mind:
"Pretendis more better. Pretendfills ... Ordinaryis empty."24Brecht
distanced us from theatrical structures to show us that reality is
alterableby human means, that we can make choices in our lives just
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as artistsmake choices in the theater. The inverse applies: the more
we "take charge,"the more we choose to shape our circumstances,
the more "real"our lives become (the less they are the products of
the inventionsof others - manipulators,advertisers,dictators).
The work of BarrieStavisholds before us a convictionthatwe
can change the myths,thatwe can rebuild them, thatwe can defy their
destructiveness,reductivity,manipulation,and enslavement.Similarly,
we can embrace the rough edges and the dauntingly complex
problems, accept them, work with them, appreciate the difficulties
they representand still move firmlythroughthem. The persistence of
his heroes in wading into real-worldcomplexities tells us that we are
not necessarilyvictims, not necessarily trapped in the nasty details of
our lives, bound to our past, or limited by those large and frightening
forces that have shaped the society as a whole. In short, we still have
the power of vision, the energy of creativity.We have choice, freedom,
and dignity, those fundamentalqualities that Havel ferretsout of his
prison experience and brings to the Czechoslovakianpeople as the
primarymoral staking-posts,the standardsto be used in reshapingthe
political and social life of a nation.
Whyare Stavis'plays not more popular in America?Whydoes
the heroism of protagonists not inspire audiences to demand their
presence on the stage? The explanation is surely not a simple one.
Several points suggest themselves in this context. We are used to
identifying our heroes as heroes of the battle for self-definition.The
great adolescent enterprise of separating from one's parents and
becoming a person in one's own right has become the paradigmfor
all success in our society. Filling the emptiness with the right goods,
discovering and exercising one's own taste in acquiring a spouse, a
house, a car,raisingacceptablechildren - these are our new marksof
adulthood in the age of the empty self. In the Nineties the
independent woman of the fashion magazines and the Wall Street
Journal is not the woman of independent ideas, but of independent
means - the professional or businesswoman who acquires her own
money, who exercises her own taste, loves power, and indulges fully
in the pleasures and prerogatives her money brings. She does not
challenge the myths and customs of the world in which she lives.
Those who do are often condemned as "militant feminists" who
would upset the existing order.This kind of world tends to be blind to
the values a Stavisplay contains,and the feelings about life it projects.
A feminist world, on the contrary,looks toward a society in
which life is not decontextualized; in which social institutions are
understood as the direct result of our own effortsand are seen as part
and parcel of our individualvalues; in which the quality of our lives
can be congruent with the degree of peace and freedom we
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experience, not coterminus with the amount and kind of goods we
can acquire. In my view the feminist revolution is the most
fundamentalrevolution of our time, because it contains the clearest
and most universal plea for the dignity of the individual, for the
liberation of both men and women from the bondage of prejudice,
cultural limitation and economic slavery. The cause transcends all
races, classes and nationalinterests.
In Stavis' plays, while not concerned directly with the
feminist perspective, we experience precisely this kind of liberation
from a variety of rigid dogmatisms. We observe those in power
upholding their dogmas as right, true and eternal,while the dramatic
action shows us clearly that those dogmas are actually self-serving
constructs,enmeshed with a political system and its need to maintain
itself through social control. The Catholic Church upholds its
Aristotelianheritageas immutabledogma in order not to sufferpublic
contradiction. The United States shoots down John Brown and his
band without makinga move to alter the institutionof slaveryagainst
which he fought. Thatthis happened in 1859, with the nation on the
verge of civil war, illustratespoignantly how deeply we will cling to
our assumptions even in the face of the most vivid evidence that we
must see anew, and make changes. Our present slothlike behavior in
the face of imminent ecocatastrophyis only another example, even
more outrageous,of those repeated social disastersStavishas taken it
upon himself to chronicle.
There are always good reasons not to act. If the Egyptian
had
agreedwith Joseph, they would have had to defy their own
royalty
reactionaries, spend huge resources, and risk thousands of lives.
Joseph could afterall, have been wrong. Theywere realists.
JOSEPH.

Pharaoh, join with me. Together we are

....
invincible.
PHARAOH.
Perhaps.But then, perhapsnot. How can
me
to take the risk?
ask
you
JOSEPH. Singlehanded I can't fight the Sacred
Crocodileand her army.
not?I give you a free hand.
PHARAOH.Why
But
no
JOSEPH.
support.
None whatever.
PHARAOH.
JOSEPH.
Why?Why?
All we Pharaohsstayon the safe side.
PHARAOH.
JOSEPH.If the gods of Egypt were anything but
wood and stone they would surelydie of laughter.
Betterfor the gods to die of laughterthan
PHARAOH.
for me to ignore the precedent set by my ancestors.25
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The Churchsaw Galileo's discoveries as arbitraryopinions dissenters
could use to arouse an ignorant populace (which the Church had
worked to keep in ignorance) to rebel from the coercive power and
control of the Church.Acknowledgingthat certain objects are visible
through a telescope would, in their view, destroythe social orderthey
saw themselves as ordainedby God to maintain.Theywere realists.
POPE URBAN VIII. [to Galileo]

....

people are

saying that if the earth is only one among several
planets, it cannot be that any great salvation has
been planned for it, that perhaps God has begotten
not one, but manysons, sending one to each of your
planets! ... Your telescope is burning glass setting

Europe on fire. Your book shakes the structureof
Christiansociety.26

POPE. [to the tribunal of Cardinals] ....

All that

remains before we adjourn is for you to sign the
sentence. Firenzuola, pass the quills to their

eminences27
....

BORGIA.
Your holiness .... [a]fterwe have signed,
will this document receive your official ratification?
POPE.You know as well as I that were I to sign this
document I would be placing the futureauthorityof
the Catholic Church in grave danger ...

Let us

imagine that in the future Galileo should be proven
correct.Heretics and infidels would point the finger
and say, "An infallible Pope speaking ex catbedra
has signed a false document" .... But assume that
this tribunal alone signs the document and it proves
to be in error. The infallibility of the Pope is not
involved and Roman Catholic posterity will show
that this tribunalwas in erroras men, but not as an
institution.Thus,by employingcautionand foresight,
we avoid the thorns that beset our path, yet pluck
the roses.28
The police establishmentand the courts who convictedJoe Hill were
trying to preserve the public order, prevent violent revolution, and
preservethe existing economic order.Theywere realists.
MOODY.Do you think this is an ordinarystrike?Do
you think these are ordinary strike leaders? They
want everything. They want to change the entire
order of our society ....

We stand on the threshold.

The golden age of America.The nations of Europe
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need our steel, lumber, copper. What are they
buying it for? It's for guns they're buying it. For
cannon. For battleships ....

Two years -

three

years - and all Europe will be in flames. Their
death promotes our life. At the moment they are
destroyed, we are ready to step in and take mastery
of the world.29
GeneralGates,AlexanderHamilton,and the other conspiratorsagainst
Washingtonwere trying to maintain the new-found strength of the
independent Americangovernmentas they saw it. Theywere tryingto
maintainthe integrityand rewardthe service of the loyal soldiers and
officers who had fought the revolution and stuck by the Republic.
Theywere realists.
GATES.

And to prevent an uprising against a civil

....brutish and hard of heart, and against a
authority,
public, vicious in its indifference, you take these
soldiers and cast them adrift. You give them
furloughs ...

breaking up the Army, bit by bit ...

And a few weeks afterthese soldiers and officers are
home, they will receive their discharge papers.
Separated from each other by distance, ... they will

have no recourse, no power. And this unclean and
treacherousdeed, GeneralWashington,in secret and
in stealth, is what you are doing to this Armywhich
you have commanded for eight years and which has
finally achieved the victory. Shabby treatment
indeed!30
Stavis'heroes are not ordinaryrealists. On the contrary,they change
the fundamentalreality of the society in which they live and offer a
new vision of what is possible, and then move to actualizethat vision
against all the resistance, gritty difficulty,and deadly opposition the
society can offer. ThatWashingtondefied General Gates and his coconspiratorsmust have seemed to them maddeninglyperverse in a
man who was at once a landed aristocrat,a slave-holder and the
commander-in-chiefof the army. Washingtondrives straight toward
his goal - a republican government independent of the militaryignoring or putting aside even the most pressing considerations of
justice (like slavery) that he believes will distractfrom that goal and
jeopardizeits achievement.
WASHINGTON.[to Hamilton] ....

And I do believe

sir that if the powers of Congress are not enlarged
and made competent, then all the fine young men
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we lost ... ;, the widows who mourn; the houses
destroyed; the crops burned ... , all the desolation,

the grief and agony of war, will have been for
nothing. I acknowledge we face this risk. But I tell
you, sir, we have embarked upon an experiment in
government ....

A republican government where

the militarytakes its direction from the civil. And
today, when we have come to a critical moment in
our nation's course, you counsel me to turn my back
on eight years of fighting for republican principles
and to seek a militarysolution. Sir,what will happen
the second time the military and a group of
politicians try to impose their will on the civil? Or
the third time? How long can any government
withstand such battering and terror?I will not set
that first example ...

HAMILTON.
You have not mentioned the slaves.Was
this an oversight or deliberate?They represent one
quarterof the population.
We are talking of citizens, not
WASHINGTON.
The
situation
of the slave is deplorable,but
property.
it cannot be helped ....

We have more pressing

problems at hand. We cannot let the question of
slaveryinterfere.Not now.
HAMILTON.
Perhaps if they, too had power - and
eloquent spokesmen.
WASHINGTON(very quietly). We will hold this
nation together -

and it will be a republic. And

while I command the Army,it will not be used to
terrorizethe civil government.31

These heroes, flawed but strong, especially gifted, are the visionary
realists who reveal the unseen, who unveil the unknown, who
actualize the ideal. Stavis' great contribution to our theater is his
ability to show us realistic portraitsof heroic action, of strong people
making social change. Stavis shows us one way to change the
conventions of realismto accomplishthis on stage, suggesting thatwe
can use this example to find a way to change the conventions in our
society, its values and its powers. The struggle is not the searchfor the
self, but the effort to see beyond the limitations of our own culture
and penetrate the prejudices and assumptions that govern our every
waking moment. We can see that morality is worth little without
courage and conviction, without learning and vision, without the
special force to pierce the armor with which society surrounds its
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inner sancta,protectingthem from scrutinyand challenge. We do not
have to be victims of the intellectual and spiritual conventions, the
social institutions,the economic system,the power distribution,or the
common view of human nature, all of which captivate our times.
Nothing is more certainthan change, and nothing more vital than the
courage to comprehend it, to direct it in positive, humane ways, to
repossess our own actions, our own responsibilityfor the integrityof
our lives.
EasternEurope and the Soviet Union are taking a fresh look
at the work of Barrie Stavis, performing his plays in the most
prominent theaters and publishing them in new editions. We in our
turn are taking a fresh look at those societies, at their customs,
perceptions and sensibilities.As we do so, we ought also to bringback
to the Americanstage one of her longest-laboringsons, one who has
had the courage and persistence to dramatizefor us the values, the
moral vision and political courage that made this country possible,
and to which, in an appropriatelyecological age, we will have to
return.
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